RICHLAND COUNTY FAIR MINI VAN DEMO DERBY RULES adopted 3/16/2017
Vans shall be mini vans, no full size vans and no full frame or flat nose vans.
Participant regulations: these rules are in addition to regular demo derby rules
STOCK GAS TANK MUST BE REMOVED. An auxiliary steel or designated plastic fuel tank maximum (6) six
gallon capacity (a portable marine type tank is recommended) must be placed on floor pan and securely
fastened to the floor pan, from midline of interior to left side behind driver’s seat and no further
forward than front of rear axle and completely covered with a fire proof covering. Electric fuel pumps
must have an on/off switch located within driver’s reach and labeled.
All glass, chrome, pot metal, lights, carpet, seats and headliner must be removed before reaching the
exhibit area.
Put driver’s number on front doors and roof (mandatory).
Radiators and fans may be removed but not relocated.
Batteries must be placed in a secure position. They must not move when shaken and must be covered
with something non-flammable.
Bumpers and fenders may be trimmed. No full size or truck bumpers allowed.
Doors may be welded solid. Back van door weld 1 inch leave 6 inches or wire or bolt.
Cages can go to the middle of the vans side door. But they cannot be hooked to the frame. A total of 3
bars going across allowed, in these locations one in dash area, one behind seat and one in the middle of
the side door. MANDATORY one kicker allowed in the driver side front only.
Van must have at least one bar which may be welded on or a twisted #9 wire attached to middle of the
windshield area to prevent hood from coming in.
Hoods must be wired, chained shut, or if bolts are used you may use a maximum of 6 (six) 3/8 with
washers no bigger than 6 inches outside diameter. NONE can be attached in front of radiator.
4-ply tires only. NO water in tires, NO tires screwed to rims, NO tire inside of tire.
NO extra weight, NO trailer hitches, NO special lifts, blocks, shackles. Airlifts and air shocks must be
deflated.
MAKE SURE ALL AIR BAGS ARE DISCONNECTED
Safety belt and DOT approved helmet required.
Do not do anything other than what is stated in these rules. This is a stock class. No pit persons allowed
in the arena. NO alcoholic beverages or drugs allowed. If any changes are made after inspection to make
your van illegal you will be disqualified. And there will be no refund of entry fee. Judges decision is final,
Vans can be re-inspected at any time and the winner will be inspected before being declared official
winner.

